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Abstract 
The paper explores the problem of traditional video segmentation algorithm and studies a novel dynamic video 
segmentation algorithm based on average-gray-scale, the method utilizes the compensation-gray obtained 
automatically to compensate the error produced by the traditional algorithm for the movement of the camera, the 
degree of compensation can be computed by a dynamic method. By this algorithm, a video can be segmented into 
scenes segments, and the scenes can be segmented into shot segments effectually, and different application 
environment has different segmentation threshold. 
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1. Instruction 
The domain of visual human motion analysis is interesting and challenging enough to be the subject of 
intense study and research by several computer vision laboratories and researchers in the world. Video 
segmentation technology, in particularly, is interesting because it is the first step of the action of human 
motion recognition in video and it can contribute not only to theoretical insights but also to practical 
applications. In order to process video, we must to segment the video firstly. The research activity in the 
video segmentation domain has resulted in survey papers being published in the last decade. Rather than 
summarizing all of the applications, problems, challenges, solution strategies, and techniques in the 
domain, we refer the interested read to the latest survey papers, e.g.[2,8,9,10,11]. Below, we describe and 
review the relevant study work in this domain in the latest years, and present the problems in these 
methods. 
An algorithm of multiple objects video segmentation recognition information is proposed in [8], this 
algorithm is used to segment the objects from a video frame, and it is not used to segment the frames from 
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a video. Based on the color feature analysis, Niu[2] considers the shot segmentation issue from the 
perspective of semantic analysis, i.e., the semantic shot segmentation, the precision of shot classification 
shows that the color ratio feature is useful to improve the performance, and considering the temporal 
variations in the semantic color due to environment, they gives an adaptive semantic color extraction 
algorithm, and we may evaluate the influence of classification precision on the number of semantic colors, 
but this method can be applied in special domain. By introducing the hierarchical structure, Hou[10] 
effectively solve the flickering problem caused by the incorrect matching between frames, first, they do 
hierarchical segmentation on each frame and label a key frame, and then build relationship between 
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image, here the gray-scale is the value of the brightness in the YIQ color space. Following is the 
expression of the conversion from RGB color space to YIQ color space [12]: 
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We use ),( yxf gray  to express the gray value of the position ),( yx . According to the above 
expression, the expression of the Gray-Scale conversion is: 
)6(5.0144.0G 587.0299.0),( uuu BRyxf gray  
Here R, G and B are the Red, the Green and the Blue values of the color image pixel. The following 
image in Figure 1 shows an example of the gray-scale image obtained by the above expression, the left 
image is the color image described by RGB model, and the right image is the Gray-Scale image, which 
was obtained by upper processing. 
 
Figure 1 Gray-scale Conversion 
The difference of the gray-scale between successive frames is: 
frames, and a novel hierarchical matching algorithm is proposed to refine the segmentation result by 
making use of the hierarchical structure, though it is efficiency and effectiveness, this algorithm must to 
segment object from frames before matching, and we all know that the object segmentation algorithm is 
quit difficult, so this algorithm is complexity. In[11], the video stream was segmented into segments by 
HSI (Hue, Saturation, Intensity) color information between neighboring frames, and the high-dimensional 
index structure Vector-Approximation Trie (VA-Trie) was adopted to organize the segments, the 
similarity model was defined using spatial and texture features, which can fully take into account the 
temporal order among video segments. 
As we all know, according to the principle of the structure of a video, it can be separated into a series 
of scenes, and a scene can be separated into several shots, which are made up of a series of frames. In this 
paper, we study some works concerning video shot segmentation and scene segmentation, and a new 
algorithm of video segmentation based on dynamic average gray scale is proposed in the following, with 
this algorithm, the video stream was segmented into segments by gray scale information between 
neighboring frames. 
2. Analysis of the Video Segmentation Algorithm 
2.1 Expression of the Video Segmentation 
This section defines the video segmentation models used in this paper, and describes how they can 
be segmented efficiently by our proposed algorithm. We assume that individual frames in a video are 
represented by three-dimensional feature vectors from a metric space ),,( tyxf [9], the nth frame is 
described by the expression: 
)1(),( yxfn  
And the n+1th frame is described by the expression: 
)2(),(1 yxfn  
The ith scene segmentation of a video is described by expression: 
)3(),,( iyxf scene  
The jth shot segmentation of a scene is described by expression: 
)4(),,( jyxf shot  
2.2 Gray-Scale Conversion 
Any image from a video or digital camera is a color image. A digital color image pixel is just a RGB 
data value (Red, Green and Blue), There are three numerical RGB components (Red, Green and Blue) to 
present the color of each pixel’s color sample. These three RGB components are three 8-bit numbers for 
each pixel, three 8-bit bytes is called 24 bit color. But each pixel is only stored as one 8-byte in gray-scale 
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)7(),(),(),( __1_ yxfyxfyxf grayngrayngraydifference    
Here ),(_ yxf graydifference is the difference of gray-scale between two frames, ),(_1 yxf grayn  is the 
gray-scale of the n+1th frame, and ),(_ yxf grayn  is the gray-scale of the nth frame. 
We assume that the image-height is h , the image-width is w , the average image-gray-scale of the 
image of the nth frame is: 
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2.3 Gray-Scale Compensation 
From the above section, we can know that the difference of the gray-scale between successive frames 
is the distance between the successive frames, with this distance the video stream can be segmented into 
segments. The shot or object of the video is moving constantly, and different speed has different influence 
distance degree. Then, the influence from shot movement and object movement can be compensated by 
the average value of the change of the images color between the successive frames. The compensation of 
the gray-scale of the nth frame can be described by: 
)9(3/)),(),(),((),( ____ yxfyxfyxfyxf BdifferenceGdifferenceRdifferencegrayioncompenstat  
Here ),(),,(),,( ___ yxfyxfyxf BdifferenceGdifferenceRdifference  are the Red, Green and Blue values of a 
color frame image. And they can be described by: 
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Here ),(),,(),,( _1_1_1 yxfyxfyxf BnGnRn   are the Red, Green and Blue values of the n+1th 
frame, and ),(),,(),,( ___ yxfyxfyxf BnGnRn  are the Red, Green and Blue values of the nth frame. 
At last, the gray-scale distance after being compensated can be described by: 
)11(||),(||),(||),( ___tan yxfyxfyxf grayioncompenstatgraydifferencegraycedis   
2.4 Expression of Video Segmentation 
A Video can be separated into a series of scenes, and a scene can be separated into several shots, 
which are made up of a series of frames. Following expression describes the model of the scenes 
segmentation of a video: 
)12(),(),( _tan__ scenesgraycedisframekeyscene fyxfiffyxf t  
Here framekeyscenesf __ is the key frame which segmenting the video based on scenes, and scenesf  is 
the threshold between the successive frames and recall as Scenes_Threshold. The model of the shot 
segmentation from scenes of the video can be described by the following expression: 
)13(),(),( _tan__ shotgraycedisframekeyshot fyxfiffyxf t  
Here 
framekeyshotf __
is the key frame which segmenting the scenes obtained from the above 
expression, and 
shotf
 is the threshold between the successive frames and recall as Shot_Threshold. 
Different application has different threshold, and in the same application environment, the value of the 
Scenes_Threshold is more than the Shot_Threshold, they can be obtained by the following 
experimentation,  
3. Experimental Results 
In order to detect the Scenes_Threshold and Shot_Threshold, extensive experiments are conduced on 
many kinds of videos, Figure 2 show some of the images of the test videos. Figure 3 illustrates the points 
of the segmentation by this algorithm. Figure 3(a) is the different scenes of the video, the value of 
Scenes_Threshold in our method is 6, and the value of the Scenes_Threshold before compensating is 90, 
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Figure 2 Some Frames of a Strong and Handsome Video 
   
(a1) the last frame of the first scene         (a2) the first frame of the next scene 
(a) scenes segmentation 
   
(b1) the last frame of the first shot         (b2) the first frame of the next shot 
(b) shots segmentation 
Figure 3 segmentations of the video 
figure 3(b) is the different shot of the scenes from the above video, the value of Shot_Threshold in our 
method is 3, the value of the Shot_Threshold before compensating is 36. 
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The Scenes_Threshold and Shot_Threshold of the proposed video segmentation algorithm are 
evaluated by using many kind videos, the details of the results by this segmentation algorithm are shown 
in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 Scenes_Threshold and Shot_Threshold 
Video Frames Segments by Manual Segments automatism Scenes_Threshold Shot_Threshold 
body mechanics1 2275 4 3 6 3 
body mechanics2 48011 5 3 6 4 
traffic video 1 30224 3 2 4 2 
traffic video 2 25693 3 2 4 2 
 
4. Conclusion 
In this paper, a new video segmentation approach is introduced. We put forward a novel technique 
for segmenting a video based on scenes and shot. The algorithm utilizes the difference of the average-
gray-scale between the successive frame images to segment a video into a series of scenes or shots. At the 
same time, the algorithm gives a method to obtain the value of gray-scale automatically to compensate the 
error produced by the traditional algorithm. Through the test of the above experiment, the veracity of the 
segmentation algorithm is very high. Also, to obtain different Scenes_Threshold and Shot_Threshold 
from different kind of application videos is our future work. 
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